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Lois Lambert Gallery presents “Déjà View” a collection of Sarah Steinberg’s
newest work. For the past several years Sarah has been working on a new series of
oil paintings based on visual impressions of her childhood in the outskirts of Toronto.
Since moving to Los Angeles at the age of twenty-six, Sarah has returned home to
Canada almost every year to enjoy what she calls “tranquil and enchanting scenery.”
In recent years, Sarah’s attention is focused on the emotional content of memories
and how they translate into her visual language.
Sarah’s forty years of memories emerge as a whirlwind of imagery and color.
As she focuses on turning her memories into actual images, those images become
mystical and romanticized. While she paints her unconscious memories overlap
images of reality to form dreamlike compositions encompassing both nature and
architecture. Forms appear and disappear across the canvas and make it difficult to
discern whether something is arriving or departing. According to Sarah, “Memories
can exist in layers.” Images that seem to be gone forever are found again as Sarah
starts to paint.

Sarah spent several years as a student of Los Angeles artist, Tom Wudl, and
has exhibited throughout Southern California. She was originally inspired by The
Group of Seven, who emerged in the 1920’s as Canada’s first national art movement.
Known for their landscape paintings, artists such as Lawren Harris and Tom
Thomson, used innovative color blocking techniques to develop their forms, much as
Sarah does in her work.
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